Abstract: This paper focuses on computing on-hand stock levels at the beginning of a replenishment cycle for a lost sales inventory system with periodic reviews and discrete demand. A base-stock policy is used for replenishments. The literature provides an Exact method which requires a huge computational effort, and two closed-form approximate methods that arise from the backordering case, the Non-stockout and the Bijvank&Johansen. In this paper we propose three new and closed-form approaches that explicitly consider the lost sales assumptions:
Introduction
When an item is temporarily out of stock, there are two extreme control procedures: (i) backordering unfulfilled demand and fulfilling it as soon as the replenishment order arrives or (ii) losing the entire unfilled demand. Although the problem of lost sales was formulated more than 50 years ago by (Karlin and Scarf methods to approximate the probability vector of the on-hand stock levels at the beginning of the cycle will be also evaluated.
The objective of this paper is to derive and evaluate procedures to compute onhand stock levels at order delivery, which are specifically targeted at the lost sales assumption, and any discrete demand distribution that can also be easily implemented in practical environments. To this end we firstly derive three different closed-form expressions to approximate the probability distribution of the on-hand stock at the beginning of the replenishment cycle. Secondly, we state the importance of accurate estimation of the on-hand stock levels by means of evaluating the impact of using approximate methods on the computation of two service measures: the cycle service level and the fill rate. Thirdly we illustrate, through the use of a suitable example, the practical implications of using any of the approximate methods when determining the base-stock level of the policy based on a target fill rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic notation and assumptions of this paper. Section 3 proposes three new and closed-form approaches to approximate the on-hand stock level probabilities at the beginning of the cycle. Section 4 illustrates the performance of the new approximation procedures proposed in this paper and compares them to existing procedures in terms of the impact on service measures. Section 5 shows an illustrative example of the practical implications of using the approximations derived in this paper when determining the base-stock level. Finally, Section 6 highlights the most relevant conclusions of this research and presents directions for further research.
Notation and Assumptions
In general, periodic review policies place replenishment orders every R fixed time periods such that the inventory position reaches the base-stock level S. The order is received L time periods later. Figure 1 shows an example of the evolution of the onhand stock, the net stock and the inventory position in a periodic review system. The notation in Figure 1 and in the rest of the paper is as follows: General assumptions of this paper are: (i) time is discrete and is organized in a numerable and infinite succession of equally spaced instants; (ii) the lead time, L, and the review period, R, are constant and known; (iii) there is never more than one order outstanding, this requirement is fulfilled as long as L<R; (iv) the replenishment order is added to the on-hand stock L instants after been launched; (v) demand during a period is fulfilled with the on-hand stock at the beginning of the period; (vi) the demand process is considered stationary and i.i.d., and defined by any discrete distribution function; and (vii) unfilled demand is lost. Note that assumption (iii) is widely used both in the literature and in practice since if it is not the case the numerical difficulties are insurmountable (Schneider 1981) , which is explained in detail by (Hadley and Whitin 1963) . In practice, this assumption applies in common situations such as replenishments of a store from a general warehouse in the retail sector where backlog is not allowed.
On the other hand, the assumption of stationary and i.i.d. demand is also a common assumption in inventory research that can be extended for the non-stationary demand scenario when forecast errors of the demand are i.i.d.
Proposed Methods

Adjusted Non-stockout approximation
This first approach proposed is based on the Non-stockout approximation which assumes that there are no stockouts during L. We follow the same rationale but modify it to force the sum of probabilities equal to 1. The on-hand stock balance at order
and then
Note that using expression (2) can lead to the situation in which the sum of the components of the probability vector of the on-hand stock levels at order delivery is not 1 when DL > OHR-L. To overcome this shortcoming, we propose adjusting the probability of not having any on-hand stock at the beginning of the cycle, i.e. 
the sum of whose probabilities is 1.
Note that this approach is the same as Bijvank&Johansen when the correcting factor is set to 1.
Polar Opposites Approximation
The approximation derived in the previous Section considers the most favourable situation found when managing inventories: there are no stockouts during L,
i.e. OHR-L≥DL (which we refer to as NOOS case). On the other hand, the most unfavourable situation is being always out of stock during the replenishment cycle, which implies that OHR-L<DL (referred to as OOS case henceforth). In this Section we propose a closed-form approximation (named Polar Opposites from here on) based on these two opposing cases. First of all, we need to compute the probability on-hand stock vector that results from the NOOS and the OOS cases. After that, we weigh both vectors with their respective probabilities of occurrence, i.e.
where ( )
In the OOS case the on-hand stock balance just after the order arrives is
where the on-hand stock balance at the review is
At this point, we make the following assumptions: (i) OH0=S and (ii) DR-L≤OH0
and therefore the on-hand stock at the review is positive or equal to zero, i.e. OHR-L≥0.
Under these assumptions:
and therefore the probability of the on-hand stock at order delivery is
Then, all that is left is to know the probability of having no stockouts during L:
and complementary
ë û as the probability transition matrices of the on-hand stock levels from the order delivery to the review and from the review to the next order delivery respectively. Taking into account the on-hand stock balance at R-L (expression
Following the same reasoning, knowing the on-hand stock balance at R is:
Thus,
is the transition matrix between two consecutive replenishment cycles. We know that for ergodic Markov chains
where u is an arbitrary vector and v is the principal left eigenvector of M , i.e. the probability vector of the on-hand stock levels. 
And therefore
Numerical illustration and experimental results
The goal of this Section is twofold. Firstly we present an illustrative example of the ( ) R P OH computed with the different approximations proposed in this paper and the methods available in the literature (the Exact Method, the Non-Stockout approach and the Bijvank& Johansen expression). After that, we present a wide ranging experiment with different demand patterns in order to compare the performance of these approximate methods when they are used to compute two of the service metrics most used: the cycle service level and the fill rate.
Computing the probability of the on-hand stock levels with approximate and exact methods: an illustrative example
We assume that demand is pure Poisson with 1 λ = , R=5, L=3 and S=5. Results are summarized in Table 1 .
[t] Table 1 
near here[/t]
First of all we observe that each method provides a different vector. The pattern also differs from the Exact to the approximate methods. In this example the Exact methods presents the largest probability associated to i=5 whereas for the approximate methods the largest probability is for i=2 or i=3.
Furthermore the sum of the components of the vector obtained by the NonStockout approach does not equal 1. This can be explained by the fact that this method adapts the estimation of the on-hand stock level at the beginning of the cycle from the backordering to the lost sales case. As Section 3.1 points out the Non-Stockout assumes
, whereas the NOOS uses ( ) ( )
≥ . So the difference between 1 and 0.916 is the probability of DL > S. In the case of Bijvank&Johansen negative net stocks are avoided by a correcting factor that leads to a negative probability when i=0.
After this analysis the question is how to measure the performance of approximate methods since comparing the positions of the vector does not seem to be very useful in practice. As has been explained in the Introduction, the on-hand probability vector at the beginning of the cycle is needed to estimate customer service metrics such as the cycle service level (α) and the fill rate (β). Then, a way to measure the performance of the approximate methods is by analysing the impact of using them when estimating α and β. The next Section is dedicated to this issue.
4.2 Impact of how to compute the probability of the on-hand stock levels on the estimation of service measures
Experiment design
With the aim of covering as many realistic situations as possible, we consider as input data different demand patterns that cover the smooth, intermittent, erratic and lumpy categories suggested by (Syntetos, Boylan, and Croston 2005) , as shown in Babiloni 2012). Therefore, deviations depend only up on the method used to estimate the on-hand stock probability vector. We obtain the absolute errors for α and β as the difference between the Exact Method and the corresponding approximate approach. For this analysis we only retain the cases for which service measures are between 0.50 and 0.99 (Table 3 and Table 4 ). Furthermore it was carried out using the aggregate data, since in a previous analysis we realized that the performance of all the methods is similar for each demand category and random variable.
[t] 
1-
Step method can be considered the most suitable approach to design inventory policies without the risk of underestimating the base-stock level.
[t] Figure 4 illustrates the performance of the Exact fill rate versus approximate expressions. It can be observed that: (i) similar to the case of α, all approximate methods properly estimate the fill rate when it is close to 1; (ii) the Adjusted Nonstockout, the Polar Opposites and the 1-Step approximation always underestimate β whereas the Non-stockout method underestimates but also overestimates β. The explanation made in the previous section regarding the positive deviations shown by the Adjusted Non-stockout, the Polar Opposites and the 1-Step approximation also apply to the fill rate estimation. However, the results of the Non-Stockout are different to those obtained for α. This can be explained given that when calculating the fill rate with expression (19), the probability that the stock is equal to zero is taken into account,
showing that the negative deviations that appear in the calculation are due to this.
Finally, (iii) Bijvank&Johansen method always overestimates β. Therefore, we reach to the same conclusion as in the case of α.
Practical implications of the probability computation method of on-hand stock levels on the design of inventory policies
This Section illustrates practical implications of determining the base-stock level, S, using the approximate on-hand approaches and the method based on meanvalue analysis (referred to as MVA further on) proposed by (Bijvank and Vis 2012) which is the best approach known in the literature to set the base-stock level when there is a service level constraint in a lost sales inventory system. Step approaches is greater than the exact S, except for the case of β =0.99 in which case the Non-stockout is one unit above the exact S. This type of performance in the determination of base-stock levels can lead to increased on-hand inventory levels but assures the system reaches the target fill rate. However, this is not the case when using the Bijvank&Johansen and the MVA methods that underestimate the base-stock level for any fill rate. Therefore, this performance implies that the target fill rate could not be achieved and as a result the system is less protected against stockout occasions than it might be expected. For example when a target fill rate is equal to 0.8, the exact method provides a base-stock level equal to 24 units whereas when using the Non-stockout, the Adjusted Non-stockout, the Polar Opposites and the 1-Step, the base-stock level is 27, 27, 28 and 27 respectively. This type of deviations implies an increase of the holding costs but guarantees the target service level. However, the Bijvank&Johansen method sets a base-stock level equal to 18 units and the MVA approach equal to 22 which implies a fill rate lower than the target. Comparing the performance of all the methods, it can be observed that the base-stock level obtained by the MVA method is in almost all the cases the closest to the exact one, except when the target fill rate is greater than 0.9 in which cases the 1-Step is the closest one. Furthermore, Adjusted Non-stockout and Polar Opposites methods show the same results as the 1-Step method when β≥ 0.85.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper focuses on the estimation of the on-hand stock level at the beginning of the cycle for the lost sales system, discrete demand and periodic review. As is well known, characterizing optimal policies for the lost sales case is quite complex.
However, there are many real life situations where backordering models cannot be applied and it becomes necessary to have appropriate methods developed specifically for the lost sales assumption. In inventory systems the demand is satisfied with the available stock at the beginning of the cycle, i.e. just after the order arrives. The problem of computing the on-hand stock level at the beginning of the cycle in lost sales systems arises from the fact that it cannot be computed as the base-stock level minus the demand during the lead time (as in backordering models), thus finding the on-hand stock probability vector becomes a challenge. Therefore, the key question in lost sales models is to accurately know the on-hand stock steady probability vector which is required to compute service measures and design optimal inventory policies.
In the literature we found three methods to estimate the probability vector associated to every feasible value of the on-hand stock: one Exact Method, which is not a closed-form expression and requires a huge computational effort for its implementation in practical environments, and two closed-form approximate expressions (Non-Stockout and Bijvank&Johansen methods) that adapt backorder formulas to the lost sales case. This paper suggests three additional approximate closedform estimations that are specifically based on the characteristics of the lost sales
system.
In order to analyze the performance of the existing methods and the new approaches proposed in this paper (Adjusted Non-stockout, Polar Opposites and 1-Step),
we firstly compare the on-hand probability vector that results from each method through an illustrative example (Table 1) . We observe that when using Non-Stockout the components of the vector do not add up to 1. Furthermore, the Bijvank&Johansen method provides negative probabilities for zero on-hand stock for low service levels.
The approaches proposed in this paper do not suffer from any of these drawbacks.
Secondly, we design a large experiment with the aim of analyzing the impact of using the approximate methods to compute the cycle service level (α) and the fill rate (β).
With respect to α, the Bijvank&Johansen method shows the best results in terms of the average and standard deviations, followed by the 1-Step. However, the former overestimates and also underestimates the cycle service level whilst the latter only underestimates. Therefore the 1-Step should be preferred when the risk of not reaching the target cycle service level cannot be accepted. With respect to the fill rate, the 1-Step and the Bijvank&Johansen methods are the best performers with really small deviations.
However, 1-Step always underestimates β whereas Bijvank&Johansen always overestimates this service measure.
Regarding the other approaches, the Polar Opposites does not offer any advantage over the Adjusted Non-stockout which is simpler and more accurate for both service measures. Both approaches only underestimate α and β. The Non-stockout and the Adjusted Non-stockout show the same performance for α (given that this metric does not consider the probability of zero on-hand stock), but with respect to β the former shows positive and negative values. The drawbacks of the Non-stockout are overcome by the Adjusted Non-stockout approach.
Section 5 presents an illustrative example to show the risks associated with using an approximate on-hand approach to determine the base-stock level based on a target fill rate including the MVA approach. In this sense, the Adjusted Non-stockout, Polar Opposites and 1-Step methods can lead to an increase of the stock level, albeit with a guarantee of achieving the target service level. The Bijvank&Johansen and the MVA method presents only negative deviations that leads to set base-stock levels lower than that necessary to achieve the target fill rate. Despite MVA method is in almost all the cases the closest to the exact one (except when the target fill rate is greater than 0.9) the inventory system would be less protected against stockouts than they might expect, as shown in Table 5 .
A logical further extension of this work consists of designing a huge experiment in order to deeply analyze the approaches presented in this paper and the approaches available in the literature for determining base-stock levels in the context of lost sales and discrete demands. Another important avenue for future research in this field will consist of relaxing the assumptions of stationary and i.i.d. demand and analyzing the performance of the proposed approximations in that case.
